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FIRST WORD

MY BLOOD IS RED... AND GOLD!

It’s going to be a busy weekend at Hutt Park.
Our W League team take on league leaders Upper
Hutt on Hutt Park 2, and in the early game on
Hutt Park 2, our Capital 1 second team have a juicy
derby against our friends from across the river Petone.

For over 25 years the tournament has promoted
enjoyment, involvement and importantly been
accessible for players of all abilities. Over 100
teams entering each year is testament to the
success of the tournament.

Our Men’s Central league team take on league
leaders Wairararapa United on Hutt Park 1 and
it would be remiss to ignore the gold card team
of the club - The Reds in their Masters 3 match
against Stokes Valley.

Today is also Old Timer’s day and we welcome
Mayor Ray Wallace for the unveiling of our new
honours board celebrating our international
representatives. Each player or family will
also receive a personalised momento of the
achievement. Ray is also the club’s patron, along
with Wynton Rufer, and his father Bobby played
for the Masters Blacks in his twilight years - so
there are always strong family ties to celebrate at
Stop Out.

On Sunday, over fifty 7th, 8th and 11th grade
junior teams will descend on Hutt Park for the
Annual Wynton Rufer. It’s the second weekend of
the tournament after 9th and 10th grade clubs
battled it out last weekend.
The Wytnon Rufer tournament is widely
recognised as the largest and best run junior
tournament in the region and continues to grow
and improve year on year.

As we move towards our centenary in 2019 it is
evident that our ‘club spirit’ is alive and well at
Stop Out, and our community engagement is
second to none.
Enjoy the football and our Stop Out hospitality.
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SEASON FIXTURE: STOP OUT (MEN’S CENTRAL LEAGUE 2017)
Round 1

01/04/17 (SAT)

14:30

Newtown Park

Stop Out | 4

vs

Wellington United | 0

Round 2

08/04/17 (SAT)

14:30

Hutt Park 1

Stop Out | 1

vs

Team Taranaki | 1

Round 3

14/04/17 (FRI)

15:00

Fraser Park Turf

Stop Out | 3

vs

Lower Hutt City AFC | 2

Round 4

17/04/17 (MON)

14:30

Hutt Park 1

Stop Out | 7

vs

Palmerston North Marist | 0

Round 5

22/04/17 (SAT)

14:30

David Farrington Park

Stop Out | 0

vs

Miramar Rangers | 4

Round 6

29/04/17 (SAT)

14:30

Hutt Park 1

Stop Out | 3

vs

Napier City Rovers | 2

Round 7

06/05/17 (SAT)

14:30

Hutt Park 1

Stop Out | 2

vs

Wellington Olympic | 2

Round 8

21/05/17 (SUN)

14:00

Endeavour 1

Stop Out | 0

vs

Western Suburbs | 1

Round 9

27/05/17 (SAT)

14:30

Hutt Park 1

Stop Out

vs

Wairarapa United

Round 10

03/06/17 (SAT)

14:30

Hutt Park 1

Stop Out

vs

Wellington United

Round 11

11/06/17 (SUN)

13:00

Yarrow Stadium

Stop Out

vs

Team Taranaki

Round 12

17/06/17 (SAT)

14:30

Hutt Park 1

Stop Out

vs

Lower Hutt City AFC

Round 13

08/07/17 (SAT)

14:30

Memorial Park (PN)

Stop Out

vs

Palmerston North Marist

Round 14

02/07/17 (SUN)

14:00

Park Island

Stop Out

vs

Napier City Rovers

Round 15

22/07/17 (SAT)

14:30

Hutt Park 1

Stop Out

vs

Miramar Rangers

Round 16

29/07/17 (SAT)

17:45

Wakefield 2

Stop Out

vs

Wellington Olympic

Round 17

05/08/17 (SAT)

14:30

Hutt Park 1

Stop Out

vs

Western Suburbs

Round 18

12/08/17 (SAT)

17:30

Masterton Memorial Turf

Stop Out

vs

Wairarapa United
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CAPITAL 7

MATCH REPORT

Stop Out vs Victoria University Raiders - Hutt Park
The 4ths welcomed the Victoria University Raiders to the hallowed turf of Hutt Park 2 on a fairly
blustery Saturday afternoon.
With a couple of late withdrawals, we were left
with a slightly undermanned 12 man squad,
including a couple of key players absent.

determination to keep the ball on the deck, we
started in a more controlled fashion despite the
wind really ramping up in intensity.

After electing to play with the win in the first half,
we were guilty of not playing to the conditions,
trying to play long and often over the top, rather
than keeping the ball on the deck which is a
particular strength of our group.

A well crafted team move led to a equalizer
midway through the half, despite the
opposition dominating territory and possession.
Unfortunately, we were unable to back up our
hard work, conceding late on to suffer a 2-1
defeat.

We went in to the break 1-0 nil after conceding
a lucky goal (with more than a touch of offside
about it).

Not our best performance of the season, but
plenty of determination shown, as well as some
lessons learnt about playing to conditions.

Coming back out for the second half with a

Final Score: Stop Out 1 vs Victoria University Raiders 2

ANOTHER MILESTONE WILL BE REACHED THIS WEEKEND
Brooke Mildenhall, close friend of Scott
Henderson, will play her 150th Women’s football
game for the club.
One of the originals from the 2008 season
when football was reintroduced to the Stop Out
club Brooke has soldiered on over the past ten

seasons through fair and foul weather to record a
significant achievement.
Hugely popular among the whole Women’s
playing group and still being in her mid twenties there seems little doubt that Brooke will continue
on to her double ton.

CONGRATULATIONS

TYLER HUDIG

Stop Out player Tyler Hudig has been selected from the FC Barcelona Camp in Wellington to
go to FCBEscola in Barcelona for two extra weeks of training later this year.
Congratulations Tyler! What an awesome opportunity.

MEN’S CENTRAL LEAGUE
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James McPeake
Chris Campbell
Jono Steele
James Sharp
Scott Henderson
Kade Schrijvers
Devon Batchelor
Martin Packer
Justin Gulley
Jerram Tuck
Micky Malivuk
Andrew Abba
Daniel de Gans
Brayan Heredia
Luke Grindlay
Cole Peverley
Jason Tipping
Steve Guley
Cherbel Khouchaba
Levi Mcfarlane
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WAIRARAPA UNITED
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Coey Turipa
Scott Morris
Brian Kaltack
Taylor Hall-Jones
Daniel Allen
Andrew Coad
Liam Heard
Cory Chettleburgh
Paul Ifill
Sam Mason-Smith
Alex Ridsdale
Cameron Lindsay
Callan Elliot
Liam Kerr
Seule Soromon
Jeshal Kumar

COACH

Phil Keinzley

ASSISTANT COACH

Ken Robertson

REFEREE

Peter Linney

AR1
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AR2
Barry Buchanan
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Shannon Smith
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Jes Howes
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Emerald MaGlashan
Laura Dobie
Rhiannon Jones
Melanie MacDougall
Olivia Browne
Sasha Gray
Heather Williams
Makenna Guidry
Melissa Prattley
Anna Robson
Alana McGee
Lucy Dobbin
Jessica Kincaid
Jane Boyer
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UPPER HUTT CITY
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Cushla Lichtwark
CJ Bott
Katie Barrott
Emma Lavery
Lena de Ronde
Carolyn O’Reilly
Bria Sargent
Kennedy Bryant
Becky Stewart
Sarah Gregorius
Bex Jefferies
Emma Main
Ellen Stirling
Grace McRobie
Ellen Fibbes
Danielle Turton
Kassandra Clendon

COACH

Wendi Henderson

ASSISTANT COACHES

Lisa Gibson
Sharon Lavery

REFEREE

Pedro Molina

AR1
Brendon Perkins

AR2
Phillip Ferzli

ASSESSOR
Shannon Smith

WINTER IS HERE ON WEEKEND OF RESILIENCE
Another week of U17 football saw our resources stretched and resilience tested on a weekend
that well and truly announced the arrival of winter. With the club’s annual Wynton Rufer
Tournament being hosted at Hutt Park, only our First team were able to play at home, while
our Reserves and Reds were forced to play ‘home’ games at Fraser Park. Kieran Mouton and
Jordan Duff stepped in to take the reigns of the Reserve team for the ill Alistair Yates, while the
Kane Krebs coached Golds faced a trip out to Maidstone Park.
Our Gold side had a somewhat disrupted
build up to their matchup against Upper Hutt
Development, as car troubles meant the coach
(and the required gear) turned up just before
kick off! The lads didn’t let the disruption affect
them as they eased into the flow of the game
superbly. It was an evenly fought match, with
the opposition catching us on the break to race
out to a 0-3 lead. Joe Baty got his name on the
scoresheet after a goalmouth scramble, before
Upper Hutt restored their three goal advantage.
Man of the Match Jackson Nevin showed his
quality with a well taken strike, following up with
a calm finish at the far post off the back of some
good work from James Winter. A final score of 6-3
to the hosts, yet plenty of positives to take away
from the game for a great group of lads. We’re
seeing a strong increase in performances from the
boys, which is all we can ask for!
Our Red side had a tough encounter against
a strong Miramar Rangers A side. It is of great
benefit to the U17 landscape to see one of the
leading clubs in the region finally represented
at this level, albeit in a lower division. In difficult
conditions, a slow start to the game saw the

boys heading into the break down 0-4, and an
opportunity to regroup and reassess for Darren
Butter’s charges. A strong second half showing
saw Man of the Match Jahkaya Atkinson get onto
the scoresheet with a well taken strike. It was a
completely different story in the second spell,
with the boys controlling large parts of the game.
Lyndon Murray excelled once again marshalling
the back four, while Johannes Park was his usual
energetic self. A final score of 5-1 to the ‘Mar, with
two very contrasting halves of football.
Our Reserve side faced off against Island Bay
United over the stopbank at Fraser Park. The
Sharks’ A side were pushing the top of the table
coming into the game so we knew we would be in
for a tough game. We once again started strongly,
controlling the opening stages with our now
usual standard of free flowing attacking football.
Coach Mouton reported that our boys played
some sensational football, which was particularly
pleasing for the usual bed ridden coach! A final
score of 6-3 to the visitors, in another example
of the scoreline not being a fair reflection of the
game. Jack Wilson deserves particular praise for
notching a treble, but Daniel Langdon stood

out as Man of the Match in another strong
performance. On reflection after the game,
we’re more than satisfied with how this team are
tracking. We’re playing a good brand of football
that we continue to build on; results only come
secondary during this key development stage of
football.
The First team welcomed Waterside Karori to a
windswept Hutt Park. The boys were keen to add
to last weekend’s derby day win and really string
together a strong run of form. This was evident
right from the beginning in a keenly contested
contest, which saw Max Odgers steal the ball off
his defender to put us up 1-0. A dominant first half
display saw Diego Rodriguez step up to a free kick
on the edge of the box - he drove it underneath
the wall to put us up 2-0 at the break. To their
credit, the ‘Swifts’ came out firing in the second
half, scoring two quick goals to bring the match
level. Our boys showed great character to settle
back into the flow of the game, slowly exerting
their dominance back onto the visitors. This was
rewarded as Jack Antonopoulos stole in to notch
yet another goal and put us up for a 3-2 win.
Callum Brooker back up a strong showing for the
Men’s Reserves on Saturday with a commanding

performance, while Li Parmenter showed his
quality once again. Mikey Meyer made his first
appearance coming back from injury with a
cameo off the bench, as Ryan Brydges continued
to show his immense promise in a Man of the
Match display. Three wins in a row for the boys;
just reward off the back of some incredibly hard
work.
This weekend was the first time that this author
was not present at one of our U17 games. Illness
kept me away, but I could not be prouder of
the way the programme continued to run in
my absence. What we have done this weekend
has shown another level to the strength of our
programme. The people who stepped in this
week to help deserve immense praise, but it is
also important to praise the players for stepping
up and adding resilience to their extensive list
of characteristics. It is vitally important to note
that our programme is run on a volunteer basis;
everyone who is a part of it are involved because
they see value in it and love their football club.
We continue to grow.
#stopoutmental

WOMEN’S DIVISION 2

MATCH REPORT

On Sunday 21 May, the Women’s Blacks headed out to Boyd Wilson Park to take on Victoria
University. Fortunately, the freezing weather had left the capital by the 1.00pm kick off
and the sun was shining.
After a lot of attacking play we were awarded a
penalty when their keeper took out our player.
Nicola Bowden slotted the ball into the back of
the net with a controlled shot along the ground,
that landed in the left-hand corner of the goal.
1 nil up we knew how important it was to defend
our lead. With a lot of hard work from the back
four we managed to keep them scoreless going
into half time.

The second half was evenly contested. Gio
managed to slip one past the keeper, but was
quickly ruled off side by the ref. This didn’t affect
the final result, as we came out with a 1 nil win,
which put us 4th on the table at the end of round
one.
There is one other person I need to acknowledge
in my match report and that is Mike Etridge. He
has kindly given up his time to coach us this
season.

Final Score: Women’s Division 2 Black 1 vs Victoria University 0

THE KILLER INSTINCT
Mowing the lawn and killer instinct don’t, as a rule, go together. However,
today as I tormented the neighbourhood with that quintessential sound of
suburbia, the motor mower, one of my neighbours came down to lament
the lack of ‘killer instinct’ in the football he has seen this season. As you do,
I nodded wisely and agreed with him when he mentioned a match, that
both of us had been to over the Easter weekend, that had seen little of the
‘killer instinct’. As he left I started to wonder about the cliché that is ‘killer
instinct’ and its use in the sporting sense.
Mostly, in football, I tend to think of it as relating
to goalscorers. Particularly those that get one
sniff of a chance in ninety minutes and , bang,
the net bulges. Except when they play for your
side they seem capable of rubbing people up the
wrong way. After all there is the ace striker, the
one with a two goal a game average, the one you
have five of your team marking, the one you were
sure you kidnapped before the whistle and were
confident was locked away in some store room...
tucking away the game’s only half chance with no
time for your side to recover, It is kind of easy to
see how that might apply in that case. However,
my neighbour was talking in team, not individual,
terms. At a guess that is more about one of two
things. Firstly, a team defending well and having
someone take the odd chance that turns up.
Secondly, a team taking control of the match and
not letting go.
That latter one for me is the tough one. Just
how do you create the motivational mindset
that means a side maintains its intensity for the
entire match even when they are streets ahead

MIKE BARTON

of another side? Years ago I watched a National
League match which was tremendously onesided. Final score being about five nil. With about
five minutes to go the leading side conceded a
corner and I thought the defenders were about
ready to come to blows. They were home and
hosed and yet they were conceding nothing. Is
that killer instinct?
The value of the goalscorer with the killer instinct
probably cannot be overstated. Even a half
decent team can look decent if they have that
body upfront who can make something out of
nothing. Here I am not thinking of the player who
can hold up the ball and allow others to come
into the game. I am thinking of the one who can
take the chance. Like the striker I saw arrive by taxi
ten minutes from, yes, the final whistle. She ran
to the coach and simply said ‘get me on’. He did.
Almost straight away her side got a free kick on
the edge of the box. Only one person was taking
it, the latecomer, and in it went. Ruthless and
determined. The killer instinct.
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